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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to present an applied model

for the utilization. of evaluatioh in the process,of develop-
(

ing instructional'materials The model will be introduced

th-roesh a preeeaixtion 4f its concept-Jai rati-amale,

tion of its methodology and instrugentation, and a demonstA-

.tion of its development and utilization during a three-year

period within the framework of a project of curriculum devel-

opment at the Tel-Aviv University.)

The evaluation model presented in this-paper is based on

. -

a definition of evaluation derived'from som theoretical prop-:

.

ositions suggested by Stufflebeam
2

and by ScrLven.3 The 'tdrm

"evaluation" will be used herein to refer to Lhe process of

delineating. ofptaining.'and providing information onkthemerit

of goals, designs, implementation, and outcomes ofi (education-

al) activities, to serve formative and summative.purposes.
.

This definition is comprised of fouri'major elements. The

first element suggests that the process of evaluation should

1,.1he author would like to acknowledge the contribution of
.

his colleagues at the NETA Project during the period 1970-1572.
The.tr positive as well as negative attitudes towards evaluation
provided an important source of inspiration for the development
of this evaluation model.

2
Daniell. S,tufflebeam, et al., Educational Evaluation and

Decision Making. .nasca, Ill.: Peacock, 1971.
J3

Michiel Scriven, The Methodology of Evaluati
Rbbert E. Stake (Ed.), Curriculum Evaluation, AERA Mon
Series on Evaluation, Do. 1 Chicago: Rand McNally, 10

. In
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2

not be limited to the technical activities of measurement

data gathering (gobtaining'), but should also include ac ivi-
.

ties intended to identify evaluation needs (udelineet ")

and provide the obtained information to the re,lev audiences

of the evaluation. The se0.ondeleent this inition

plies that evaluation concerns inforimat4on

of merit, in an attempt to deter

educational endeavors.

the assessment

the 14.4th or value of

The thi2r6 etemervE .n the definition

suggests that judgment of merit sho4ld not be limited to ou

comes of. educational activities b4 should also address cues-
i

tions related to the merit of theit goals, their designs .and

.1their ImolmentAtion. The fourth element in the definitiOn

reflects. Scriven's distinction betreen formative and srmma-
.

tive evaluation suggesting that

improve an educational product du

velopment, and /or demonstrate the

when its development is completed

suggested evaluation model is on

ation in curriculum development,

velopmental process. Additional

guired when the development of a.

onstrate its ,educational

4

aluition should help to

ing the process of its de-
.

merit of the final product

. However, the focus of the

the formative use of evIdu-

intended to improve the'de-
.

evaluation efforts are re-

product is completed to dem-

4
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Several assumptions underlie the evaluation model 'are -

seated in this *paper. These aasumptions should. be considered,

before attempting to apply the suggested model to any given

effort of invtructiol4AX eevetzpacent. -.1tiolat1 these assump-

1

tions would obviously limit the utility of the model for a
. 0.4.,

-,,

speCific purpose. The model is based on five major assilmp-

tions. They are:

w
t1) The development of instructional materials implies

a long process of Coordinated efforts. This process can be

shortened by efficient planning and coordination Among its

components. However, `short cuts" intended to skip signifi-

cant stages of the developing,proCess may lower the quality

of the product and in, the fiat analysis do not shorten the -

developmental process. The rflucatiottal system must realize

that the development of edu4tional means should be allowed

to benefit from long-term investments, similar to those avail-

able in industry or defense. Compared with thesdevelopmental

processes in industry, which take advantage a the extensive

pool of Scientific knowledge, the process of des'relopment 'n .

education can rely only on the. limited knowledge of the b -

havioral sciences. 715.15-ii.7- they can e.) de tak-e-longer

and be much more difficult than those in industry or similar

areas.

(2) The development of instructional materials must be

I
ti

I
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a monetAtiveitask of a group of Perim's a'wide range of

--kno writ an individual or small group effort with
t

air; tgdSexPertise. An integrated teak of specialists in the

subject mater, learning theory, teaching methods, new media

-eval n and tj--'.,-"Ir.1-ing techniques should be involved thede-_

veloxent of___curricultan materials, Such a team should replace

theiNadAional *text book writer: if signigicant insiruction-
.

al .m eri Als are to be developed-
t -.., ' . .

1141 s) Formative evaluation should be an integral part of
A i .3

the Levbtopmntal Irocess. This assumption has- two important
,1-

inglicationsii-st, evaluation has to be conducted from the

b4gintilg of the developmental process rather than at the end/
_I

Secondly, formative evaluation should serSof this piocess.

thg weds of the developmental team rather than assess i
efftstaAveness for external audiences. Efforts shaald be made

, t leduCe the threat of evaluation by demonstraing. its Fon.-

structave role in the developmental process, even when suph
r - , ..

rt might result in the coaptation of the internal eval-;
, -

and in a decrease in credibility for external audiences.

tti. . .. - -'If y (4) The evaluation team or the evaluation specialist'
'

--,
. -,. - 7 ,...., .. ''..:(-:

Shot214 not be the only ones involved evaltiation aCtiiit-
.- . , .:

Pies within the deveic3pMental process altlikough they should
, .., . ...

beE4L-tEe main re;Fpons . . con .
,

It is not feasible to assume that the evaluation_ team- can
." --

se*ye all evaluation dee ds of the development' tessaVrior is
-f.

dvirable that evaluation be perceived as,. somethin5 Oat-

44`

-Jf--e
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vbelongi' only to the evaluation specialists. This assumption

implies that curriculum deyelmpers have to be trained in evalu-

ation theory and techniques to gain basic skills and develop a

positive-attitude toward evaluation.

(5) _Decision makers throughout all levels of the devel-
.

opment organization or project should be coihmitted to the util-

ization of evaluative information in their decision-making pro-

cess. This does not imply that all the decisions are based only

on rational considerations, nor does it imply, that all recom-

mendations resulting from the evaluation must be adopted. How-
.

evr,decisiom.makers should strive to increase the rationality

of their decisions and be ready to justify those that contra-

dict'the evaluative information. In such cases the confronta-

tion of the decision maker with the evaluation information

might result in a significant contribution to the development-
,

al process, even though the evaluation recommendations are re-

jected. No decision maker,ts ready to admit that he will not .

use the evaluative information unless it supports his decis*ns

that already have been made. Too often evaivatiodiS conductedY
when there are no intentions to make use of the results.

. ,

AN OVERVIEW OF-THE EVALUATION MODEL

The evaluation model is based on experience in curriculum-

development which suggested that six major stages are involved

in the development of an instructional unit. These stages are:

1. The planning stage;

*4°

41 -

4



2. The first draft .stage;,

3. The pre-trial edition stage;

. *

0

",

4. Theexperimptaledition stage;

5. The semi-final edition stage; and

6. ape, final edition state.

6

Eacn developmental stage is accompanied by. evaluation

activities as shown in Figure 1.

Developmental Stage
;,

Evaluation Activity
ti

1. Planning
2. First draft

3. Pre-trial edition
4. ExpePimental edition
5. Semi-final edition
6. Final edition '

Context evaluation
Evaluation by unit de-
velopers
Inspection by experts.
Laboratory trials
Field trials-
Reporting

, 0. i
Figure 1: Developmental stages and evaluation

activities in the process of developing
an instructional unit.

The suggested developmental process has ceasing

spiral structure, in which the transition fr one stage to

another is based on information provided by evaluation activ-,

ities. Each stage clhdes elopment of Curriculum mater-.

also that in certain cases it is necessary to repeat the same

stage several times until the materials are. ripe for. the next

ials, evaluation, and revisioili.ofmatdials for the next

stage of development. The spiral nature of the model implies

stage of development. The :growing* nature of the spiral

uzi. struct 6 is demonstrated in Figure 2. The-developmental
: is.

ri
8
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process starts with a planning stage in which the development

team clarifies its task and-strUctuies the nature of the cur-

riculum Unit io be developed. 'A first draft of the unit is

then developed andevalfiated by the members of the deVelopmen't

team to check its congruence with the rationale underlying its

development. The first draft is revised into a. pre -trial edi-

tion and submitted for inspection to a group of experts.. Based

on the feedback obtained from the various experts, an Aperi-
.

mental edition of the unit.is developed to be-tried'out with

students and evaluated under laboratory conditionS. A furthlt

.revision of the unit is then introduced into a natural setting

of the school and evaluated under conditions that hopefully
OC.

approximate normal use of the unit. Based on the evaluation

of this field trial a final revision oethe unit Is conducted.

The unit may now complete its entire cycle of development and

beready for wide distribution and summative evalUation by po-
.

tential consumers. The final edition of the unit is accompan-
,

. --.

led by an evaluation reportwhich describes the entire devel-

opmental effort and presents the evaluative data gathered dur-
t - ' -%

ingthe process of development,

The remainder of this paper is devoted to description
.

of the evaluation activities at the various stages of' develop-

ment,'problems involved in implementing such activities, and
.t .

examples of some solutions to such problems,.-

"r;

,

.
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THE isANNING'STAGt

This stage starts.When the develoulent team has been '

assigned to the task of developing a curriculum 146it on a de-

fined or emi-defined topic. At .the end of this sta te. the
.

topic of thb unit has to be clearly defined4..the subject mat-,

ter to be covered

tional methods to

general strUcture

plan for the team

velo Ment. team at

of

by the unit has to be.determined, truc-

be,applied inthe unit have to be c,ssen, the
1/4

of the unit has to be defined, and a working
4

has.to be developed,- Decisions of the de-,

this stage are.facil4ated by various kinds

nformatiori, such as information,on.the needs of students

for whoRt the unit is being,developed, general educational
,

goals that must be served (e,g., goals prescribed brI`)manda-
,

alternative teaching methods, and patterns of .

materials. Such information 'can be obtained

e.

tory syllab

'7''-'instruationa

from the liter,ttieeofficial documents, education'al consult-
,

. . . . _,

ants, or trom.direct observations,in classrooms and interac-
.

.

tion-with teachers and students., Obviously, a systematic *

4

"needs assessment" study is desirable, although -in most cases.

it id'flot feasible to conduct such.a':Studyat this stage and

the.te91-has to-utilize _existing knO4ledge

;

regarding "the needs of students -and teach iss to be

(or assumptions),..

.the Unit. 4

z

y /
served by

.-,

(.1 ; ,/ 1 . ;
4

Typiqal, etaLuatiOn actiyities it :this .st.ge'''of develop-
, 4 ,

:-. .

ment, as they were experienced ii nithe- ti'ETA Pro, ct, included

.'Nthe, following:: _Y r4.4 f.K,

- sr,

.

f

Arti:
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(1) Review of related literature. This is .;\joint ef-

fort of the development team and theeval tion staff. The'

development team focuses' mai ly ordocUments related to the

subject matter of the unit w ile the evaluation staff reviews

research and evaluation,stu ies or related topics of interest,as-.

---sesses-their findings and ro idessummarieS to the development

team.

(2) Pilot observations.in classrooms; The evaluation

staff assists the development team in designing and conducting

initial.observations of classrooms occupied by students of the

target population.:

(3) Interviews of/experts and practitioners. These in-

terviews are -mainly conducted by tHedevelopment team; however,

in'dertain case's', a more structured interview schedule may be

.44K
de veloped and implemented.by the evaluation staff. Of

Whenever feasible and desirable, two addit al,evalua-

.
tion activities should be implemented at this stag They are:

.
)

(4) A systematic "needs assesSment"4 study to delineate

the needs of students and teachersto be served by-the unit.

1 .
'

(5) An "input evaluation"5 intended to develop and assess

. new approaches to problems confronted in the curriculum unit.

4Sed e.g., Ralph Hoepfner; et al., National Pri6ritiai

for Elementary Education. CSE Monograph Series.in Evaluation,.
Vol. 2, Center Ior the Study of Evaluation, UniverOity of C4-
ifornia, Los Angeles, 1973.

, .

5Stufflebeam, et al., Evaluatvkan-dDecisiOn'Making,
.pp. 222-229.

A.

1

. .1144,

0
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For this purpose the uadvc:cat6 team' methodology can be util-

ized.e

TEE FIRST DRAFT STAGE

This stage begins when the development team has clearly.

defined the topic of-the Unit and subject matter to be in-

cluded, thd instructional methods have been chosen, and a de-
.

velopment plan has been approved. The team is ready to start
e4

writing a first draft of the various parts of the unit, includ-

ikg student .objectives, reading materials, practice exercises,

lab experiments, and the teacher manual. The team also starts

developing supplekentary materials for the unit such as models,

.01/ares,"&es, and film loops.,
1.

At this stage two main questions shciuld be answered:

(1) Are the materials being developed according to the

plan proposed in the first stage ?,

* i2) Is the snit being developed accordidiktd the 'phil-

osophyr.of the project?.

To answer these questions the development team can use a

'checklist* comprised of specific questions regarding the-var.!,

ious aspect, of the unit. Within the !TA Project such a

checklist has been developed by the evaluftion team on the
. / .

basis of some principles for the preparation and adaiotation

m(

6Diane L. Reinhard, *Mpthodology Development for Imout
Evaluation Using A4vocate 40 Design Team.* Ph.D. disserta
tion, The

7,

hio State Univeksity, 1172.

-
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of instructional materials suggested by the project diredtor.7.

The checklist was used by the development team throughout the

procets of,developing tEE first draft of the unit in a attempt

to revise the draft in such a way that most of the auestions

included in e checklikt could be answerea affirmatively.

The answers ided by the development team are obviously

subjective, thereto re an additional attempt to answer the same

questions in a nore objective way it made in the next stage of

the development. How4.Ter, it seems to

"self evaluation" be,cionducted at this

be important that a

stage as a basis .for

further evaluations and as an expression of the team's interest

in the utilization of formative e!a.tuation.

During the first draft stage the major evaluation activi-,

ties.are conducted by, the development team rather than the

evaluation team. The major efforts of the evaluation team at

this stage are devoted to the development of an evaluation de-
.

sign for the project. The evaluators. have to interface with

the developers to delineate the evaluation needs of the next

. ;

stages of the deVelopment process. The evaluation design and

its instruments have to be aeveloped in such a way that the

. evaluation needs of the project are adequately served. con-

non pitfall in the evaluation design is the uie.df measurement
.

instruments based on their availability rather than on the

evaluation needs of the project.

7HoShe Smilansky, sgmptions for Preparation. .43.d
aiion of Curricula and a fbr_ the Culturalrly Dipadva4tage_d.'
The META Project, Tel-Aviv-University, 1W0 t414-89.1.. .

14
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spored only to the question 'Knat do you think about this unA?'

is not advisable. A detailed d-questionnaire should be develooed

for this purpose; the checklist used for self evalUition in the

previous stage can be used. as a basis for developing the ques-

tioimaire. (a) The numbe; of experts required for the inspec-

tion should be determlhed on the basis of the complexity of the

instructional unit and the availability of time and'resourcei

for this purpose, From our experience, five to ten experts

were sufficient.

?t night also be appropriate at this stage to conduct some

small-scale experiments to test specific aspects of the unit.

These experiments should test tomponents of the unit such as

unique teaching methods, innovative media or special technical
I

devices included in phe unit.

The major responsibilities of the evaluation team during

the pre-trial stage are: (a) assisting the development team in

selecting a panel of experts; (b) analyzing experts' responses;

(c) developing measuring instrumdhts for the subsequent stages;

and (d) conducting small-scale controlled experiments.

THE EXPERIMENTAL EDITION-STAGE -

Based on the feedback obtained from the eve/viatica at the

previous stage of development, another version of the unit ii

now developed.. This is the experimental edition of the unit

to be tried out with students and evaluated under laboratory

conditions. By 'laboFatory conditions' we refer ti.oa, con-
/.

trolled setting providing optial -conditions% dot anplementatiap.,

18
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the evaluative information that it can provide.

Teachers should be recruited on a voluntary oasis to

secure high quality instruction for the experimental tryout

of th6'unit. Criteria for choosing teachers should be ^
. 4

basis of competency, teaching experience, flexibility ind com-

mitment to the exberimental effort. Teaners should be pro-

vided with extPnsve -rA'n.ng In .:se of .It in ".0:-

classes, and should be requird ImolemPnt oresc,-A-d

tne development and eval.:ation teams--even tnej disagree

with some of the methodrs sugoested in the teacher's manual.

The:: reservations should be conso.dered in revising the exper

,mental etition for the next stage of the development; however,

at this stage the unit must be used precisely as intended by

its designers. instructional developers are sometimes re-

luctant to "forcer teachers to follim their instructions to

the letter, especially when the instructions are related to a

unit which is intended to promote flexible and innovative

teaching methods. A certain amount of rigidity is required to

secure precise i..pleme4ation2f a new teaching method in or-

der to be able to evaluate it adequately.

The major evaluation activity during the' experimental

stage should focus. on the observation of the process of imple-

menting the unit in the experimental classes. Several obser-

vation techniqUes can be used. One possibility is to develop

a 'scenario* of the unit which provides a detailed list of all

the planned activities of the unit, their suggested sequence*



and time estimat. The scenario is developed bythe evala-

tor after studying the instr-ucticnal t and its supplement-
.

ary materials. 7nta-fa-inc tn= developers he would vali-
.

date the scenario and after several rev: sons he might ends up

with an observation for= which could be used for classroon ob-

servatio..s. Using the instrument in experimental classes will

enable a compaiLson between planned and actaal a.nd

will provide valuable information in assessing the feasibility

of 4mplementing the anit as intended.

In many of the neu:y -developed instructional materials,

efforts are made to 'break" the trad itional "talk and chalk"

teacher method .zy Lntroducticn of varioas independent work/

study activities of individuals and groups of students as well

as other methods of active student involvement. In such cases

it might be interesting to determine haw much time is spent in

the ex-eren-A class on active student participation as op-
.

posed to passive listening. Suppose that a class of 30 stu-

dents is participating in a 45 minute lesson,. This can be

thought of as 1,350 student-minutes that can be utilized in

one way or another. A simple observation instrument in the

form of a matrix having a list of possible student activities8

in rows and time.(1 to 45) as columns will enable a trained

obseriier to record the time devoted to each kind of activity.

In our project we successfully used such an instrument for

8
e.g., individual work, group activity, talking to class,

listening to teacher, working individually with teacher, etc.
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cording tne n ben or ,n each activity per minute.

At tae end of zservation tne total number of student

minu-tes is found for each activ:ty and a percentage is calcu-

lated from the total number of student minutes in a given

class. (in our example, 1,35: . This method Ignores the con-

tent of the lesscn z t t,nazles tne distinction between classes

tnat practice more st.:dent invz:venent and those using more

matn-v4c.

A third method of szservatisn can be a nonstructured ob-

sPrvation of nit developers in the experimental classes. Al-,1

tnough t s is not recommended as the only method to be used

.

for _a gtven unit, it is very important that any systematic obl,

servatida,conducted by the evallators of the project be supple-
,

menttrd .o,t sac:: "non-systematic" and subjective observation con-

ducted by those who develsped,the i'nstructional materials and

nave tc improve them. The insights that may be ilerived from
ff

this method are sometimes much more valuable than those from

the other methods, and therefore should not be neglected.

Standardized observation schedules 9 can o be used to'

asobserve the activities in the experimental cl es. These

should be used only if they measure variables relevant to the

evaluation of the unit. Too often, standardized instruments

are used "just because they are available' and actually do not

make any significant contribution to the development of the

9See for example: Simon, A. & Boyer, E.G. (Eds.), Mirrors-
for Behavior: An Anthology of Classroom Observation Instru-
ments. Philadelphia: Research for Better Schools, 1968.
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instructional unit.

The evaluation plazfor the experimental stage should al-

so include some measurement activities intended to assess stu-

dent achievements. Standardized achievement tests can be used

provided that they are related to the instructional objectives

of the unit. However, in most cases spe7ial tests have to be

developed to provide for measurement of the achievement of

specific objectives that have been defined for the unit. Such

tests have to pe developed following the standard procedure

for test development including item analysis which must be

biSed on data obtained from students who have already studied

the material covered in the test. Thus, the experimental

stage is used not only for the trial of the instructional mat-

erials but also for trial of achievement tests which are to be

llsed for the evaluation of those materials. The result of

this is that one is actually trying to evaluate an incomplete

instructional unit by means OT an incomplete achievement test.

*Therefore, only limited conclusions can be drawn from such stu-

dent achievement data. Further investigation in this area

should be conducted in the next stage following the validation

of the newly-develOped tests.

THE SEMI-FINAL EDITION STAGE

On the basis of the e0aluation of the experimental edition

of the instructional unit under laboratory conditions a further

revision of the unit is being,,delitoiea in this This

semi -final edition will be introduced;at this stagt into a
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natural setting of the schbol and evaluated under conditions

that hopefully appi6ximate normal use di.the unit. Two major

questions have to be answered by the evaluation at this stage.

They are: Sa) Is it feasible to _implement the suggested unit

in a regular school jithout proyiding special conditions such

as those thal were provided at the experiment stage ?, and (b)

What impact does the unit have on the achievements of students
t.

in regular classes of the target population? 'To answer these

questions a field trial must be condudted. The major diffei-
.-

.

,ences between the field trial and the laboratory trial can be

'summarized asfollo;:as

(1) Teachers should be selected on thebasis of a random

selection procedure rafhPr than on la voluntari_basis in order

to ensure a more representative sample of. the total teacher
,

population for whom the instructional unit is being sleveloned.

Teachers who volunte'er to participate in. the tridra- some

innovative effort might be significantly different from the

".average" teacher regarding known and unknown characteristiot.

(2) No species training or guidance should be provided _
S.

to teachers participating in the-fie14.trial except for the
- ,

instructions proVided in the teacher ianual si.the unit or
_

the kind of training prescribed by the unit forregul:ar (not

experimantalLteachers.
-.---,

- : ..'

-

(3) A considerably larger sample C.Ic1.4ses.eAould ne

-..,-,:7:t---,,, -,used far the field "trial to obtain areaionabXe,rel**ntatioil
.... .

..-

of the tax_'IL.t population. Howeer, one'.
. , biai in mind

- -,- --- - ,4%.,- _----
.Tio-e-T-;-.-- -;_. .7 -s,ti.. "" ':.-,-. ..*
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that the representation -of a 'sample is not d- sed only by

its size but also by the procedure used for 'd-awing the sample.

Thus, a small random Sample might be more representative the

a large biased sample.

(4) The evaluation of student achievements should be done

by means of the tests which were developed and validated at the

previous-vtd6e.

(5) Although the major function of both the field and

laboratorZ trials is formative rather than summative, the pa-.

.
tential utilization of the field trial for summative purposes

is obvious. However, since the evaluation at this stage is 04hy

conducted by an internal 4vaivator whose credibility for exter-

nalnal audiences might be limited, the involvement' of some exter-

nal independent evaluation agency in the process of the field

trial is strongly. recommended. Suciaran agency should serve as

a secondary evaluator or meta-evaluator to increase the credi-

bility of the evaluation in demonstrating the merit of the in-
.

structional materials for potential clients.

TA FINAL EUTIOW,STAGE..

The semi -Final edition is now revised into a final edi-

tion on the.basis of the results of the field trail. One
.

should expect that if the instructional unit went thrugh the
,

. . .

.
whole procels of deyelopment And evalnatl.ont-onlyinor_. .,.., .....,; .

_ . . .

hanges would need to be introduced at dis se44e. However,
. .

. r

're.
...

Should the results. of the field =Lai

in the semi-final ga.t4o4 of the wilt
snggept.,pajo-i-,0-yisiong

P21_ math field

rz.,
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trial of the revised semi - final edition might be advisable/
prior to the estblishment of the final editiOn.

When .the f 1 edition is completed, the instructional

unit is ready for commercial production and dissemination to
_I . .

:

potential clients. The final edition of the unit should be .

accompanied 'by an extensive evaluation report which documents

theentire piocess of 'development and provides evipati ata
regarding the educational merit of the unit. Thus, the major

task 'of the evaluator at this stage is the development of such

an evaluation report. The evaluation report should concen-

trate on the results of the field trial, but it should also

describe the earlier evaluation activities as a demonstration

of the formative evaluation process. The evaluation report

should point out the strengths as well as the weaknesses of

the instructional materAls and establish the limits of their

usefulness by a complete description of the population on which

it was used. If external evaluators participated in some way

in the field trial, their assessments should also be included

in the report. The style of.the report should not betoo .

technical, but at the same time it should include detailed

data that can be reanalyzed by other evaluators. This might

be accomplished by the inclusion of'a narrative text with a

few major statistical tables, as well as a more detailed pre-
.

sentation of statistical datain the form of ,an appendix.

Some potential consUmers of the instructional unit might be

interested in an independent summative evaluation of the

24
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unit prior to its adoption

ternal formative evaluation

the conduct of such further

in their school systems; the in-

should provide a solid basis for

evaluation.'
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